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PPCS Black PCB RGB
12VDC SMD5050

Waterproof 36 LED Strip
Light - Sleeved -24"

$18.95
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Short Description

The NEW PPCS Waterproof RGB LED Strip Light offers a unique, attractive solution for your full-color
computer lighting requirements. This waterproof color-changing strip is ideal both for indoor and outdoor
use for decorative accent lighting. The Waterproof LED Flexible Light is not only wet location rated, but curves
easily and performs well in temperatures from -68° to +176° F. This strip uses a surface-mount high power
LED with a wide beam angle, and is seamlessly and evenly bright, so it won't cast annoying shadows.

Description

The NEW PPCS Waterproof RGB LED Strip Light offers a unique, attractive solution for your full-color computer lighting
requirements. This waterproof color-changing strip is ideal both for indoor and outdoor use for decorative accent lighting. The
Waterproof LED Flexible Light is not only wet location rated, but curves easily and performs well in temperatures from -68° to
+176° F. This strip uses a surface-mount high power LED with a wide beam angle, and is seamlessly and evenly bright, so it won't
cast annoying shadows. And this multi-color waterproof LED strip lighting is fully submersible, perfect for underwater lighting
(reservoirs?).

RGB Waterproof LED Strip Lights are available in various sizes and come ready wired and sleeved to plug into any RGB LED
Controller! Our strips, unlike the competition are made on a beautiful BLACK PCB! Perfect to stealth in your new modded rig!

Our Flexible LED Light strips can also be controlled with one of our low voltage Full Color LED Hard Wired and Wireless Controllers
that will give you a wide array of creative lighting options for any situation. Whether blue, red or green, (or any of 16.7 million
colors) light, this multi-color strip light will deliver consistent, fantastic results!

This cable comes custom sleeved in your choice of colors and will have bare wire ends ready to plug into any RGB controller!

Features

Low power consumption,Super-bright but running with low temperature.
All the light spread and completely smooth,luminous very even.
Every 3-LEDS cuttable without damaging the rest strips, according to your requirement.
Self-adhesive back with Adhesive tape for secure and easy application.
DC-plug already soldered on the connector, ready to be plugged in and working.
LED Type: High Quality 5050 SMD LED, high intensity and reliability, Long lifespan >50,000 hours.

Applications:

Computer Lighting, all sorts of modding and DIY uses!
Light up colorful home life ,DIY household lights for hallways, stairs, trails ,windows.
Light up colorful life hotels decoration use,Theaters, clubs, shopping malls, festivals and performances.
Architectural decorative lighting,Archway, canopy and bridge edge lighting, Security lighting and Emergency.
Extensively applied in Backlighting for signage letters, concealed lighting and advertisement sign lighting.
Applicable for automobile & Airplane model decoration, contour lighting or border.

Videos:
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Specifications

View angle:180 degreen
Working Voltage: DC12V
Item Type:Strip
Length: 75cm (30")
Width: 10mm
LED Quantity: 45 LED
Working Current/meter: 0.35-0.4A
Output power: 14.4W/Meters
Working Temperature:-20 to 50°
Average Life (hrs):50000
Waterproof:Yes
Protection Rate:IP65 Glue Waterproof
Feature:Black PCB
Chip: Taiwan Import
LED Chip Model:SMD5050
Certification:CE,RoHS

Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU PPCS-RGBLED-24

Weight 0.5000

Lighting Type Flexible LED Strip

Length 24"

LED Color RGB

Special Price $14.21
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